Finding, fixing leaks is a cost-effective
way to cut oil and gas methane emissions
Oil and gas companies in the U.S. emit at least 9.8 million metric tons of methane pollution a year
according to the Environmental Protection Agency i. The actual amount is likely even higher. Unburned
methane (the main ingredient in natural gas) has over 80 times the warming power of carbon dioxide over
a 20-year timeframe.
Fortunately, these emissions can be reduced quickly and cost effectively, making them one of the biggest
bargains in the race to slow the rate at which our climate is warming. Some of these emissions are
intentional, due to venting, incomplete flaring, and other activities. But HALF of all the industry’s methane
emissions come from leaksii. Leaks are a persistent challenge across the oil and gas supply chain, from
remote wellheads to the utility gas lines under our neighborhood streets. Methane leaks come in all sizes,
and they are as unpredictable as they are widespread.
That means that to find leaks, companies have to be looking regularly, and fixing the ones they find.
Leak detection and repair – referred to in the industry as “LDAR” – is a straightforward way to reduce oil
and gas methane emissions from both new and existing facilities. These surveys are inexpensive, and
costs are declining furtheriii thanks in part to America’s innovative methane mitigation industry, whose
companies have over 500 locations across 46 states.iv

What are we doing now to stop methane leaks?
The EPA recently finalized rules requiring oil and gas operators to check well site facilities for methane
leaks on a semi-annual basis and compressor stations on a quarterly basis. v EPA’s new rules apply only to
new facilities, but the agency (and several states as well as the Bureau of Land Management) either have
or are looking to address emissions from thousands of existing sources of pollution as well. All of these
examples underscore both the importance and feasibility of addressing leaks.


Colorado has tiered inspection policies – including requiring leak inspection on a quarterly basis and
even monthly for some larger facilities. vi



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) recently issued a proposal requiring operators on public
and tribal lands to check equipment for leaks at both new and existing sources.vii



Wyoming has adopted LDAR requirements for operations in select areas of the state, including for
existing sources,viii and is considering expanding those requirements statewide. ix Wyoming-based
company Jonah Energy has been conducting monthly LDAR for the last five years, documenting leak
reductions of over 75%.x



California is moving forward with existing source standards, including quarterly LDAR.xi



Pennsylvania, the nation’s second largest gas producer, indicated it will pursue requiring quarterly
monitoring.xii



Ohio requires quarterly inspections for new wells xiii and has proposed quarterly inspections for new
compressor stations.xiv

Clearly Cost Effective
Multiple studies have shown quarterly LDAR at new and existing facilities is a highly cost-effective way to
reduce emissions.xv But many in the industry dramatically overestimate the cost of compliance with these
regulations – predicting costs ups to four times higher than what we’re seeing in the real world (a pattern
we see with almost every new health or environmental standard).
Opponents claim that companies will have to create their own costly in-house LDAR programs, rather than
hire one of the many companies that already provide these services at a fraction of the cost.xvi That’s like
assuming every American would purchase their own auto shop just to fix their car.
By contrast, the U.S. Environmental Protection agency reasonably concluded that existing third-party
contractors are a low-cost approach to complying with LDAR policies.xvii A number of recent analyses and
reports suggest EPA’s costs are not only reasonable, they are likely over-estimates.xviii


The state of Colorado
estimates the costs per
inspection to be around $450
per inspection.xix



In public testimony to EPA,
Texas-based Rebellion
Photonics said its leak
detection services cost $250
per site, less than half the
$600-per-site cost estimated by
EPA.xx



According to Wyoming
producer Jonah Energy, total
LDAR program costs were
about $99 per inspection in the
first year, decreasing to about
$29 per inspection in the 5th
year.xxi

Even at today’s low gas prices, these policies pose modest costs for producers.


In a recent survey in Colorado, seven out of ten oil and gas producers said benefits of regularly
checking equipment for leaks outweigh costs.xxii



In an analysis of its proposed regulations. BLM concluded that impacts to individual operators
would be small, even for companies with fewer than 500 employees.xxiii



BLM estimated that on average, compliance costs would reduce the profit margin of small
operators by less than one tenth of one percent.xxiv



An economic study of so-called marginal wells in New Mexico’s San Juan basin found
implementing BLM’s LDAR rule would have little to no negative financial impact on marginal
wellsxxv and found that compliance costs will amount to approximately two cents on the dollar of
annual oil and gas revenues in the state.xxvi
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